Jellyvision Closes Faster
with Tactile Marketing Automation®
SUMMARY
Jellyvision used the Tactile Marketing Automation® (TMA®) solution from PFL
to triple campaign response rate and earn a mind-blowing 179x ROI.
THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Jenn Kloc, Senior Marketing Manager for Jellyvision,
wanted to target accounts swamped in their busiest
season. Marketing to a prospect under this much
stress is a risky move, but if you can manage to break
through and grab attention, you may find excellent
traction. Kloc’s challenge was getting that attention
and keeping it long enough to start a conversation.

Jellyvision turned to PFL for help. First, both worked
together to develop a campaign that used both
digital and tangible marketing channels to entice
human resource professionals. Take a look at the
Jellyvision Open Enrollment Survival Kit - this is a
top-shelf example of what a tactile piece should be.
It lets Jellyvision’s whimsical, but confident, brand
shine. It’s fun, it spells the prospect’s pain out in
plain copy, begging to be opened.
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Tactile Marketing Automation (TMA) allowed Kloc
to streamline the production and fulfillment of these
kits. TMA is an integrated solution for Marketo,
allowing direct mail to be triggered by behavioral
data, scoring data and other information contained
within Marketo. Kloc used TMA to trigger the send
of the kit in conjunction with email outreach.
When triggered, the packages were kitted, fulfilled
and shipped entirely by PFL. Integration with
delivery partners like FedEx allows TMA to send a
notification directly to a sales rep when the package
is delivered - in real time - so the rep can follow up
as the package lands on a prospect’s desk.

The best thing about TMA is
that it is streamlined and focused.
It’s really easy to add it to your
marketing workflow, saving
managers a lot of time.
— Jenn Kloc, Jellyvision

THE RESULTS
Tactile Marketing Automation allowed Jellyvision to
orchestrate tangible marketing with digital outreach
without ever leaving Marketo. The results were
impressive: Jellyvision saw a 179x ROI while blowing
response rate goals out of the water. At press time,
they’ve closed 24 deals with more pending. They
tripled their goal of 8 closed deals!
Targeting prospects when they're drowning in
their busiest season is a risky move, but Jellyvision
capitalized on this pain point and illustrated how
they can make life easier. By sending a highly
relevant and impactful tangible piece, Jellyvision
was able to stand out and close deals quickly.

As we started doing more
to bring people in through digital
channels, it made sense to bring
direct mail more into the fold, as a
tool to nurture prospects along.
— Melanie Chapman, Jellyvision

ABOUT JELLYVISION
Jellyvision is an award-winning technology company whose interactive software talks people through important, complex and potentially
snooze-inducing life decisions - like choosing a healthcare insurance plan, saving for retirement or managing finances - in simple, fun and
engaging ways. Their SaaS employee communication platform ALEX is used by more than 800 companies with more than 14 million employees.
ALEX helps employees make better decisions about $118 billion of health insurance premiums, 401k allocations and financial wellness. Learn more
at www.jellyvision.com.

ABOUT PFL
PFL is a marketing technology company that provides sales enablement and marketing automation solutions, as well as printing, mailing, and
fulfillment services. Tactile Marketing Automation® (TMA®) complements your digital marketing with tangible mail that engages prospects and
customers. Send anything you can imagine, from postcards and brochures to complex kits with large dimensional components, by integrating
TMA directly with your marketing automation platform.
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